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What is Intuition
Intuition = Higher Knowledge. It is the total of your capacities that you
use, besides the rational.
It is a source full of vitality, astonishment and inspiration.
It helps each of us to see behind the appearance. It enables to get an
answer in just one session that may take you otherwise months, years,
decades or even a lifetime. Why to spend so much time, effort and
money on a wrong track, if intuition can tell you the truth in a pure way?
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Intuition gives you an answer to:
o What is happening?
o Why it is happening?
o What is the use of it?
o What are you learning?
o What are the pitfalls?
o What are the possibilities?
o What do you achieve by these possibilities?
o What is the next step, c.q. the future?
Intuition can be developed in such a way that it becomes a trustworthy
instrument and highly admired skill.
Successful in Europe since 1978, as it helps highly educated
professionals to see the truth behind the “appearance” and teaches
them to act accordingly.
To get access to your intuition and to make it pure, your inner world has
to become clear. For this (mega) conscious awareness is necessary for
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you and others. This means that you might encounter vast convictions, which you might
want to set free.
Learn to use your intuition and it gives you:
o
o
o

Balance in your live
Certainty
An anchor to who you really are

You respond less to the influence and demands of others and gain more clarity in contacts.
Some people, who have a slight understanding of intuition, use it randomly, without
overview or direction.
Most people confuse intuition with: instinct, feeling, thinking, interpretation or association.
Instinct is:
A lower intuitive form. You know you should do something and it is
based on history
Feeling is:
Kind of an inner urge to do something. It is based on your subconscious
levels
Thinking is:
A rational form, based on what others have taught you. It has nothing
to do with your essence.
Interpretation is:
You think you know what the situation or the other person means. In
most cases, this is “book wisdom”.
Association is:
You have dealt with some of the things you heard or saw already in
your past. Now you react on that past event instead of reacting to what
is happening now. Now there is a different situation and other people
are involved.
All mentioned cannot provide you with true answers to the above questions.
Most of the above mentioned patterns have a link with the ID, Ego and Super Ego (well
explained by Freud).
You could say it is our tricky inner world trying to hide the truth.
Intuition reveals the truth, layer by layer as the communication is from essence to essence.
Intuition may help you in many different ways:
o Personal consultation
o Business consultation
o Check-up (limited consultation of 20 min. to give a kind of supervision)
o Teenagers class
o Personal Intuitive Management program which after graduation entitles you to bear
the title of Energy Therapist / Counselor.
For more detailed information see our other leaflets on this topic or get in touch with us.
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